
EXAMPLE OF MC TEXT

Each and every event you do as an Emcee will be different, so it's impossible to give an actual Emcee Script that you
can use.

Wab And a very good morning to all. We thank you all for gracing this occasion. It is indeed a pleasure to
have you all today. And now, we have come to the end of that journey. I prefer to do it a bit later as I find it
dilutes the impact of the opening a bit. Sadly to say that when searching for emcee script on the internet,I
didn't find many. I now once again would like to invite Mr Bakar bin Amin, the Morning Session Supervisor,
fellow teachers and students to stand up straight for the singing of 2 songs. Alternatively, you might be
introducing someone speaking on a sombre or serious topic that needs focus and respect. Protocols Are there
any official protocols that must be included? Secondly, while the ingredients of each opening may sometimes
be very similar, often, like a good cook, you can substitute different things. I was surprised how natural it was
to be an emcee and I felt guilty accepting money for having lots of fun the whole morning. During the English
Month, we have had some fun and entertaining activities as well as informative. I also had calls from junior
colleagues asking for a sample of emcee script since they were asked to be an emcee for some events. Pupils
and teachers take their seats Good morning ladies and gentlemen, the ceremony would be starting shortly,
please take your seats in a hurry. This both saves me time but also ensures that all the elements of a great
opening speech are there. VIP Guests, Dignitaries etc will probably be mentioned by name in a specific order.
If you are not aware of those aims you could in fact hinder the process with ill considered comments or wrong
emphasis. Before we proceed further this morning, I would like to invite fellow teachers and pupils to stand up
straight for the singing of our National Anthem NegaraKu Thank you very much. Please welcome. The more
formal an event the more specific you will be. Essay Topic: Dialect Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on
this website! It has been a great day and a wonderful afternoon with all of you. Teachers may be seated. We
are about to begin our Welcome Ceremony so please find a seat and make yourself comfortable. And now, we
have come to the end of that journey. Without any training or prior knowledge of how to handle event, I
became an emcee for a sporting event. We have written about this before but this will give you big clues about
what to say and possibly what to wear for the event. Here in Australia many groups have an
Acknowledgement of Country at the start of the event, a short few lines recognising the Traditional Owners of
the Land. If you would prefer to watch the Video on this click here Opening Speech. I am Khairur Razi and I
am Zatullifah. You must have participated in all the activities like scavenger hunt, scrabble, colouring contest
and the English camp. Part 3 â€” Putting the Opening Speech Together Now we have the vital information â€”
what we are trying to achieve and what must be included. Every journey has its end and every path does stop
somewhere. This allows some immediate flex time. Assalamualaikum wbt. Inclusions I use this term to
incorporate other things that also must be mentioned in your opening. We are delighted to welcome every
delegate to our school, and extend the warmest welcome to those who have traveled from distance. Thank you
Mdm Norliana for the speech. This Briefing of course will cover your involvement in the whole event, but in
this article we will just focus on the Opening. If the event starts a little late, and it inevitably will, those extra
couple of minutes you asked for may put you back on track. I would like to express our heartfelt gratitude for
your presence at this memorable occasion.


